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Palle Nielsen’s 1968 installation of
The Model, an interactive unconventional playground in which children
played while adults stood on the
outside looking in.

Investors on the New York Stock
Exchange trading floor during the
1987 stock market crash.

From 2005-2006, Allan McCollum
created The Shapes Project where
he used Adobe Illustrator to produce
a unique artwork for every person
on Earth.

Governors pose for the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) Governor
family photograph in 2016 at the IMF
Headquarters in Washington, DC.

The finale of New York City's 1983
Art Parade. Mierele Laderman Ukeles
led sanitation bosses and members of
the city council, among many others,
in Ceremonial Sweep, a sweeping of
a 32-block Manhattan route.

12
Journalists gathered outside the
Ecuadorian Embassy in London,
England in 2016. Jullian Assange has
been in diplomatic asylum and has
not left the building since 2012.
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ABSTRACT
Work is part of our identity and dictates how
workers spend most of their time in the US.
This obsession has truncated our imagination
and ability to conceive of alternatives. As
a tactic to reclaim free time, I offer a practice
I refer to as squishy play in which participants
momentarily adopt new social norms to
collectively discover new ways of engaging
with the world and each other.
I use squishy play as a lens to investigate the
power structures, social norms, and material
output of late capitalism in the US. Squishy
play is generous in its frivolity. It is mobile. It
allows for new modes of thinking. It is resilient
and adaptive to the world it is given. It is
inherently interactive.
In squishy play, I use bluntness, absurdity,
repetition, transparency, translation, and an
economy of moves to foreground the deeply
embedded values and social structures of
society. Squishy play knows that it must not
take itself too seriously, but never forgets that
it also must take itself really really seriously.
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the mundanity of work. We were assured
that technology would shrink the 40 hour
work week to fifteen1 or even four2 hours.
Yet, here we are in 2018 and the US worker
still works an average of just over 40
hours per week.3 Even as we look down
the barrel of automation taking 73 million
jobs by 2030,4 I can’t help but wonder
if the value system surrounding how we
spend time has become so bound up in
the idea of work that we will continue
to toil on.
In “Why Capitalism Creates
Pointless Jobs,” David Graeber details
how a moral ideology surrounding work
has replaced the actual demand for
labor in the US.5 He notes the increase
in professional, managerial, clerical,
sales and service workers (notice the
absence of industrial and farm production jobs: they’re in decline, even though
US manufacturing rates are up)6 as well
as administrative, technical or security
support for these industries:

exist because everyone else is spending
so much of their time working in all the
other ones.
These positions are designed to make
workers “identify with the perspectives
and sensibilities of the ruling class
(managers, administrators, etc.)”
rather than critically assess the need
for their labor.
This performance of work ultimately comes down to our inability
to conceive of alternatives. The Few
have told us, the Many, time and again,
in a hundred different ways, that labor
under capitalism is the only way forward.
Even in seemingly innocuous
places, the moral argument for work
is culturally present. Take The Game of
LIFE, created in 1860. The children’s
game starts with adulthood. The first
decision a player makes is whether to
start their career or go to college (choosing college means that you take a more
circuitous route to choosing a career).
The game ends as the players retire.
Theodor Adorno notes in The
Culture Industry that we have been

or for that matter the whole host of
ancillary industries (dog-washers,
all-night pizza deliverymen) that only
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Once, I watched a video. Then, I watched
it many more times. It is an aerial shot
of three people in white decontamination suits digging from three mounds of
dirt arranged in a triangle. Each collection of dirt is both a pile and a hole. In
sync with one another, they scoop dirt
from one hole and transfer it to their
neighbor’s. They return to their original
hole and repeat. As they transfer the
dirt, the camera moves in sync with the
shovels, rotating the view 120 degrees
with each scoop. Watching the video,
almost instantly, I’ve lost track of any
defining qualities of the individuals or
the piles of dirt. They are part of an apparatus in which labor is being performed,
but nothing is being produced; its futility
is hypnotic.
Work was created by Dutch media
artist Jeroen Kooijmans in 1994. It is
twenty-four years old, but the video feels
like it was made more recently and, simultaneously, 100 years ago.
It succinctly encapsulates the
Industrial Revolution’s broken promise
of mechanization liberating workers from
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Stills from Work by
Jeroen Kooijmans.

� The need for work varies dramatically across
class lines, even if the attitude surrounding work
is similar. The average salary in a Silicon Valley home
is $137,000, more than double the average salary in
the US of $57,600.7 And yet, its tech industry boasts
of a hustle culture, smirking at the inability of the
40 hour work week to get you the fortunes you are
surrounded by. You too could develop an app that
can only text the word “yo” between its users (this
app is not only real, but was valued at $5-10 million
in 2014).8

deprived of freedom for so long, our
imagination so repressed, that we no
longer find free time pleasurable. To
pacify this discomfort we turn to shallow
entertainment, “in order to summon up
the strength for work.” (One need only
look at my Netflix queue to see my own
inhabitation of this cycle.) This oscillation between repression and pacification
has reached a point of self-preservation
where we willingly carry it out, even
“after the system has ceased to require
[our] labor �. ”
As a tactic to reclaim free time,
I offer a practice of squishy play. Squishy
play is an art and design practice that
works to, however briefly, dismantle the
power structures that facilitate this culture of work. It is marked by a detailed
study of the constraints placed on our
humanity, and a visual response that
throws the complexity of that situation
back onto itself. It is generous, resilient,
interactive and mobile.
Squishy play functions in a manner
similar to that of the mini-temporary
autonomous zone. Anarchist theorist,

For the Many, the attitude around hustling and work
may be similar, but the need is different. We have
seen dramatic wage stagnation, despite dramatic
increases in manufacturing. Since 1979, middlewage workers’ hourly wage is up 6% and low-wage
workers’ wages are down 5%. In contrast, the Few
saw a 41% wage increase.9 Perhaps George Bush
summed up the state of labor in the 21st century
best in 2005: “You work three jobs? Uniquely
American, isn’t it?”
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↑
The original board for
The Game of Life
↖
Present-day board of
The Game of Life.

 The “eversame” is another term for what
Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer call the
“culture industry.” They propose that popular
culture is akin to a factory producing standardized cultural goods—films, radio programmes,
magazines, etc.—that are used to manipulate
mass society into passivity.

INTRODUCTION

While the TAZ is a political response
to the eversame, squishy play is an
artistic one. In employing it, I recognize
the same world and constraints that the
TAZ does. It exists amongst the myriad
tactics that community organizers and
activists use, but squishy play is specifically about translating these to the
field of art and design.

PERFORMING LABOR

Hakim Bey, advocates for the idea of the
“TEMPORARY AUTONOMOUS ZONE”
(TAZ). However, he refuses to define
it, so as not to be misunderstood as
a prescription or a dogmatic concept.
Academic Chris Gray defines it as, “the
socio-political tactic of creating temporary spaces that elude formal structures
of control.”10 In contrast to revolutions,
they are momentary uprisings that exist
until they dissolve, just before they can
be co-opted by the state.

MODES
OF
PLAY

←
Fontana Mix by John Cage,
1958

1560
Children’s Games by Pieter Bruegel
shows over 80 different games.
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↑
The Naked City by
Guy DeBord, 1957
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1790
In Critique of Judgment, Immanuel Kant
describes free play as “purposiveness
without a purpose.”
1794
Friedrich Von Schiller writes in Letters
Upon The Aesthetic Education of
Man that the “play-drive” is the tension
between the practice of our sensous
desires driven by our finite life and the
desire to imbue life with conceptual and
moral order. He notes, “man only plays
when in the full meaning of the word
he is a man, and he is only completely
a man when he plays.”
1915
Dadaism, a clearly playful art movement,
employed the play-drive to call attention
to the play-drive itself, rather than make
beautiful objects.
1919
Inspired by Friedrich Schiller, Bauhaus
professor Oskar Schlemmer recognized
that play was the force that made creativity possible in the first place, precisely
because of its non-purposeful activity.
1957
John Cage describes his work as
“purposeless play... an affirmation of
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In talking about free time, we inevitably
talk about play. Play is intensely personal,
and its subsequent manifestations are
intensely diverse. For this body of work,
play is a way of performing labor with
the only goal of producing enjoyment
and curiosity, as well as the suspension
of social norms to allow new thought
(imaginative or critical) and social
relations. Play is meant to be autoletic,
or an act with an end or purpose in itself.
However, in the age of hyper-work, the
Few have perverted it.
Before I go further, It’s important
to make a distinction between play and
playfulness. As Miguel Sicart and Katie
Salen note in Play Matters, “play is. . .
a movement between order and chaos.”1
It is a world we willingly enter in which
we agree to rules that may override the
social rules we would otherwise follow in
a particular context. Sicart distinguishes
that, “playfulness is a way of engaging
with particular contexts and objects
that is similar to play, but respects the
purposes and goals of that object or
context... the capacity to use play outside

↙
Children’s Games
by Pieter Bruegel, 1560

the context of play.” Playfulness brings
its spirit into the world in which we
already live. Play is a collective blind
leap into a new one.
Play and playfulness are uniquely
suited to be applied to art because of
their disorienting nature. Playfulness
first borrows from and then subverts
social norms, endowing it with a
defamiliarizing effect. In 1917 Russian
Formalist Victor Shklovsky declared
that the point of art is to, “impart the
sensation of things as they are perceived
and not as they are known. The technique
of art is to make objects ‘unfamiliar’,
to make forms difficult, to increase the
difficulty and length of perception.”2 His
words still so aptly describe art, that
most artist statements today simply
re-articulate this concept.
Beyond the common art practice
of defamiliarization, I believe that play
offers a new element to an art and social
practice: a collective methodology to
discover new modes of interaction. When
we play, we agree to new rules. The rules
are always changing and they may not

 Defamiliarization is a common tool for artists
and political theorists alike. I believe its efficacy
comes in the way that it throws Marx's theory of
alienation, that we have been distanced from the
means of production, each other, and ourselves,
back on itself, using it as a tool to see, and subsequently act, anew. I employ defamiliarizaiton to
allow my viewers to view what anthropologists
call “doxic” behaviour, or social structures that
have become so normalized that we no longer see
them as social constructs, but rather natural
modes of engagement.

life —not an attempt to bring order out of
chaos nor to suggest improvements in
creation, but simply a way of waking up
to the very life we are living.”
1958
Situationists speak of play in their first
publication, Internationale Situationniste:
The element of competition must disappear
in favor of a more authentically collective
concept of play: the common creation of
selected ludic ambiances. . . the consciousness of play being ‘only a pretend’ does
not in any way prevent it from proceeding
with the utmost seriousness. . . .
1968
Palle Nielsen stages The Model, an
interactive playground-like structure in
a museum where children played and
adults watched from a specific vantage
point, unable to enter.
1990s
Emergence of new wave of participatory
art (relational aesthetics), much of which
is focused on play.
2013
Conditional Design Workbook published
by Studio Moniker. This methodology
explicitly introduces playful creation to
the field of graphic design.

When I use Russian Formalist Viktor Shklovsky's
structuralist idea of “defamilarization” or “ostranenie,” I am also referring to: Bertolt Brecht’s theory
of Verfremdungseffekt, Zen Buddhism’s idea of
Shoshin or “the beginner’s mind,” the Situationist
Internationalist idea of the Derive, Timothy Morton's
idea of the Strange Stranger, Jack Halberstam’s
queer theory of Unbecoming, Michel Foucault’s
idea of Critique, Niall Martin and Mireille Rosello's
concept of Disorientation, and Vasily Lvov's concept
of Estraingement.

↖
What We All Lack
by Man Ray, 1927

↑
A conditional design
exercise hosted by
Studio Monker, 2013

innovation in workgroups.” While I do
not doubt that play does exactly that,
that is not why I believe we should play.
We should play because we like playing,
because we feel fulfilled and engaged
while we do it, not because it ultimately
makes us more skilled laborers.
Even outside of the designated
times of work, the performance continues. Our free time  has become so
influenced that it could be considered
what I call “flextime,” a voluntary craving
of the Sisyphean endeavor, a punishment of acute cruelty and simplicity.
Flextime is spent off the clock and free
from public obligations, but is still
modeled after work and supported by
a leisure industry that packages experience into expectations of pleasure.
Susan Sontag writes of the US
tourist’s relationship to photography
in similar terms. In On Photography
she notes,

Most tourists feel compelled to put the
camera between themselves and whatever is remarkable that they encounter.
Unsure of other responses, they take a
picture. This gives shape to experience:
stop, take a photograph, and move on.
The method especially appeals to people
handicapped by a ruthless work ethic. . . .
Using a camera appeases the anxiety
which the work-driven feel about not
working when they are on vacation and
supposed to be having fun.

 The use of the term “free time” also inherently
implies an “unfree time,” what Elin Diamond refers
to as “not, but.” She writes, “Each action must
contain the trace of the action it represses… When
[an actoar] appears on stage, besides what he
actually is doing he will at all essential points
discover, specify, imply what he is not doing (Brecht
1964:137).” In acknowledging free time, we
acknowledge that time spent at work is unfree.

� For further reading on this idea, I recommend
Mackenzie Wark’s book, General Intellects,
whose premise argues that rather than looking at
individuals’ writing as a singular voice of cultural
importance, that we can read a collective of writers
to build a more complete whole.

described to newcomers using the human mic.
Though it is a historical tactic of the Left, it made
its way to Occupy because of cities’ limits on
amplified sound in public parks and its inability
to be confiscated by the police.

 The human microphone is a tactic for amplifying
the voice of one person amongst a large group
without any electronic equipment. The speaker says
one sentence, which is then repeated by everyone
who could hear it as many times as necessary for all
to hear. The concept of the human mic was even

 Beyond being a democratic way to communicate
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While it may appear that the benefits of play affect art and work equally,
I want to distinguish that the goal of
work is not to eliminate the need to work,
but to maintain, at least, the pretense
of needing it. Play as art, however, is still
primarily tasked with being autoletic,
with the added benefit that it dismantles
the system that creates such a dramatic
need for it. It seeks to works itself out
of a job.

MODES OF PLAY

even be well defined, except for one: that
we leave behind some of the social rules
that usually govern a context and adopt
new ones. In doing this, we engage in a
collective experiment. By pausing social
norms, we are forced to interact with
one another in different ways, and may
stumble upon something new. This is
what I’m interested in—the spontaneous
creativity that can be created when we
remove social codes that we’ve been so
conditioned to think of as the only way
things could be. For those who study
play, this potential is described as ludic,
or showing spontaneous or undirected
playfulness.
This potential of play, however, has
been distorted. The National Institute for
Play, a nonprofit committed to bringing
the unrealized knowledge, practices and
benefits of play into public life, writes
that one “opportunity” play affords is,
“transforming corporate innovation…
dramatically [increasing] the rate of
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→
Hugo Ball reading
“Karawane,” 1916
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←
The Wire Costume by
Oskar Schlemmer, 1922

With truncated imagination, we
anxiously and unconsciously default to
what we know best: work. However, play,
genuine play, offers us the opportunity
to reclaim free time.
I cannot outline what these alternative modes of engagement look like,
and I do not believe that any one individual should �. As precedent, I look to
Occupy Wall Street and the protesters
refusal to make a list of demands, but
instead model and experiment with new
forms of interaction (e.g. human microphone, a modified consensus, hand
signals. the progressive stack, and many
more processes). With that in mind,
I offer a practice of squishy play for us,
the Many, to discover alternatives.

without audibly interrupting the speaker, Occupy’s
use of hand signals are particularly squishy when
one recalls the the hand signals stock traders use
on the floor of the nearby New York Stock Exchange.
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SQUISHY
PLAY
I define squishiness as being a substance
or ethos marked by its resilience, interactivity by virtue of its tactility, its mobility,
and its generosity.
Before I elaborate, it may help to
define what squishiness is not: Bendy:
too stiff; Blobby: too fragile; Cushiony:
too defined; Gelatinous: too delicate;
Doughy: too poppable; Mushy: too
yielding; Squirmy: too uncontrolled;
Squashy: too impacted.

RESILIENCE
A squishy being, or what I will now refer
to as a squishy, can take almost any
shape and is able to rebound with full
fidelity to its original form. Its elasticity
doesn’t degrade, but simply adapts to
a myriad of external forces.

INTERACTIVITY
While some things can be understood
through sight, squishiness requires
interaction from the viewer. In shaping
the squishy, the viewer becomes the
participant. What is more, the squisher
is often able to understand the internal

INTRODUCTION

fig. 4

structure (i.e. how it functions, what it
is made of) of a squishy through this
interaction. Though physically opaque,
a squishy embodies a remarkable
amount of transparency. It invites and
rewards discovery.

MOBILITY
Because of the resilience of a squishy,
it can move in ways that others cannot.
It may skillfully work through a tight
space and immediately reform into its
original self on the other side.

GENEROSITY
In moments of impact, a squishy softens the blow for what is inside, while
simultaneously not inflicting harm on the
opposing surface. A squishy does not
coddle or indulge escapism, but rather
provides the protection necessary to
navigate a difficult world.
In embodying these four characteristics, a squishy is defined, but by default,
the world in which it exists is also defined.
It is a world that is work-obsessed, not
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↑
Humanoids by Ernesto Neto
←→
Comme des Garcons fall
2017 collection

↑
As invertibrates, octopi are able to
move through tight spaces. An octopus like the one seen below is able to
move its entire body through a one
inch hole.

� I define landing points as the moments at
which theoretical or digital systems touchdown
to material reality. For example, neoliberal
globalization touches down in a maquiladora in
the border town of Ciudad Juarez Mexico.

objective system, I instead chose to
highlight the levity of moments where
the head has left the body or when the
passage of time is visible in medium that
is intended to portray a single moment.
Another example can be seen in my
work work, Shift Control. This participatory experience asked graphic designers
to create a collective form bank by flying
kites. Designed in contrast to a graphic
designer’s usual mode of making, participants shared control with the wind and
each other, working outdoors untethered
from the electric outlets of studio.
My work embodies both squishy
play and squishy playfulness. Squishy

INTRODUCTION

adaptive to the world it is given. It is
inherently interactive. Squishy play
embodies contrasts, and knows that it
must not take itself too seriously, but
never forgets that it also must take itself
really really seriously.
Take my World Photographic Atlas.
It is a solo endeavor in gathering, categorizing and sequencing a surveillance
system. The squishy spirit manifests
in the tension between the images’ landing points � and their inherent humor
and lightheartedness. While I could
have selected black sites obscured
by hand on Google Maps to illustrate
human intervention in a supposedly

SQUISHY PLAY

very kind, that is physically rough and
leaves its inhabitants anxious, unsure
of what is to come.
Squishy play stands in opposition
to flextime. Flextime borrows the
structure of work, but its output keeps
its participants trapped in the same
relationships. Squishy play borrows its
methodology from the rigor of work,
but its output actively dismantles our
reliance on work. Flextime is frivolity
disguised as pleasure. Squishy play is
pleasure disguised as frivolity.
Squishy play is generous in its
frivolity. It is mobile. It allows for new
modes of thinking. It is resilient and

↑
Tardigrades are known for their
resilience. They are able to survive
absolute zero temperatures, total
dehydration, radiation, vacuum of
space, and rehydrate after being
frozen for 30 years.

playfulness highlights a squishy’s ability
to recognize and respond to its context,
while squishy play employs a squishy’s
ability to create a new context altogether.
Squishy play is both an ethos and
a methodology. The body of work that
follows demonstrates a practice of
squishy play across multiple contents
and forms. In it, gravity pulls letterforms
to the baseline, humans assume the role
of digital tools, and costumes adorn
the body for those extra anxious days. It
is a graphic design practice. It is more.

Squishy play is
generous in its frivolity.
It is mobile. It allows for
new modes of thinking.
It is resilient and
adaptive to the world it
is given. It is inherently
interactive. Squishy play
embodies contrasts,
and knows that it must not
take itself too seriously, but
never forgets that it also
must take itself really
really seriously.
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THE BOOK
IN YOUR HANDS
One of the four tenets of squishiness is mobility. My
work embodies this as I work across a range of content
matters and mediums, and ask the reader to adopt this
mobility as well. I ask you to seek connections and
elasticity. Each project is annotated with the methodologies it employs. The methodologies are also noted
in the index.
Each copy of this book is unique. One is
organized in one order and another is organized using
an entirely different logic. Reading the book in one
chronology will allow you to see the work one way,
while re-visiting the book by reading another copy
may create entirely different connections. The index
is always at your disposal and metadata will help you
to jump around to the topics that interest you.
Go ahead, take it for a spin.

As I ask you to enter my world, I’m reminded of the structure of Susan
Sontag’s “Notes on Camp.” Sontag was tasked with describing a subculture that was more multifaceted and nuanced than a single dictionary
definition. Rather than truncate an idea that she was communicating to
the Many for the first time, she provided a 58 point list of examples of
objects, films, personality qualities, etcetera that are camp. It is through
this that the reader may come to understand what camp is.1
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STUDIES IN
SQUISHY PLAY

PHILIPPE PETIT
METAKETTLE
THE ZAPATISTAS
NINA KATCHADOURIAN

PHILIPPE
PETIT

STUDIES

↑
Philippe Petit crossing the tightrope
he and two accomplices stretched
between the Twin Towers.

On August 7, 1974, a crowd gathered at the
base of New York’s Twin Towers. 110 stories up,
a single straight line could be seen suspended
between them. On the line, a small black dot
and a short perpendicular extrusion paced back
and forth before the backdrop of a grey sky.
Philippe Petit, just days shy of his 25th birthday,
had worked with three accomplices for years
on a plan to extend a 450 pound rope between
the towers. Over the course of 43 minutes, he
made eight passes across. He kneeled and laid
down on the rope, performing for the crowd 1350
feet below. When he finally returned to the roof
of the towers, he was arrested and taken in for
a psychiatric evaluation. He was found to be in
good mental health, and was released with no
charges. Instead, as punishment, he gave a free
performance in Central Park.
On this singular morning, the commute
of hundreds in New York’s financial district
paused so that a single man could walk carefully in a straight line. With tunnel vision focus,
Petit undertook a quest for stability on a wire
stretched between buildings designed to sway
up to one foot in any direction. There had been
incredible amounts of planning. To gain access to
the towers, Petit posed as both a construction
worker and a French journalist. To string the wire,
Petit and his three accomplices smuggled in and
deployed a five foot crossbow. In the end, the
police, unable to safely intervene, had to stand
at the edges of the two buildings to wait for a
man laying on a wire to relent.
There’s a certain playfulness to this walk,
and more specifically, a certain squishiness.
Formally, the scene is neither squishy nor playful—it’s an incredible geometric composition set
on the backdrop of Modernist architecture —
but I believe its spirit embodies both qualities.
Squishy play lives in this act in the way that a
man played for the public, momentarily suspending the flow of the course of the day in the heart
of the US’ financial center, offering a fantastical show to his viewers while asking only for
patience and contemplation in return. It is both
deadly serious and fantastically light.

METAKETTLE
Kettling is a tactic used by police to control
crowds. Police surround and trap protesters into
an area, often holding them for hours before
arresting them or letting them go free. The
controversial tactic is criticized for its indiscriminate gathering of protesters, bystanders,
journalists, medical and legal aids; for depriving
the kettled of basic necessities throughout the
duration of the kettling; and for the detention
of people who have not been charged with a crime.
The tactic has been ruled inhumane and illegal in
some countries. Though first used in 1986, in
recent years, kettling has become more common
in the US, Germany and UK. As a response to this
upturn, protesters in the UK invented Metakettle
around 2009-2010.
Metakettle is a simple game. Trapped, and
without the physical force to free themselves,
those being kettled begin making animal sounds
and clustering their bodies accordingly. Miguel
Sicart highlights the silly game’s efficacy when
he says,
Shutting down a game of Metakettle will only
reinforce the message of playing it as political
action. In this way, once you start playing
Metakettle, the police have already lost — the
game and their moral ground. Play as political
action can either be shut down with extreme force
or be ignored, and in both cases the political
purpose of play will be made evident.

↑
A police force kettling a crowd at
an unknown event. Metakettle is
a game for civilians to play while
being kettled.

STUDIES

Given the intense degree to which police
squadrons have become militarized across the
globe, we may find that the only way for the
Many to win in the streets is to throw absurdity
back onto the Few.

ZAPATISTAS
creation myth is presented through a myriad of
characters , like Don Antonio, the archetypal
Mayan elder contrasted with Galeano’s mestizo
naivete, or Don Durito, a Quixotic beetle who
lectures Galeano on the traps of neoliberalism
and, “acts as foil to [Galeano’s] ego. A reminder
Beginning with their public emergence on
that beneath the underdog is another underdog.”
January 1, 1994 (the date of the implementation
The contradictions detailed in these stories and
of the North American Free Trade Agreement
essays resist a palatable consumption of revolu[NAFTA]), the Zapatistas were lauded as the
tionary ideology and leave space for a multiplicity
first postmodern revolution by John Berger and
that global neoliberalism seeks to annihilate.
other Leftists alike.1 Breaking from the revolutionIn employing myth, Marcos is also able to
ary tradition of maxims, the Zapatistas embrace
call attention to the absurdity of the contempolinguistic contradictions through the above
rary state. In his first employment of this device,
slogans. These paradoxes are also embodied by
“The Southeast in Two Winds,” Marcos flips the
the organization: a mestizo spokesperson for an
language of Mexico’s domestic tourism urging
indigenous uprising,2 their assertion as a revoluthat residents should “Get to know Mexico first.”2
tionary group with no interest in seizing power,
Satirically, he writes of Chiapas, the state home
and their positioning as a hyper-local movement
to the Zapatistas,
addressing and leveraging globalization.
Have you found it? Good, suppose you have. You
In contrast to the vanguard model
have entered by one of the three existing roads
(Marxism/Maoism/Guevarism/Bakuninism)
into Chiapas… and the road you entered by are the
that was successfully employed by the modernist
three ways to get to this Southeastern corner of
revolutions that preceded it, the Zapatistas
the country by land. But the state’s natural wealth
incorporate indigenous Mayan thought in found- doesn’t leave only by way of these three roads.
ing both a guerilla army and a collective of
Chiapas loses blood through many veins: Through
autonomous horizontally structured zones of
oil and gas ducts, electric lines, railways, through
governance. What has made them particularly
bank accounts, trucks, vans, boats and planes,
successful is their unique understanding of
through clandestine paths, gaps, and forest trails.
the importance of publishing in their movement. This land continues to pay tribute to the imperialThrough a series of communiques published
ists: petroleum, electricity, cattle, money, coffee,
with an early use of the internet, Subcomandante
banana, honey, corn, cacao, tobacco, sugar, soy,
Galeano (formerly Subcomandante Insurgente
melon, sorghum, mamey, mango, tamarind,
Marcos) seamlessly fused poetics with revoluavocado, and Chiapaneco blood flows as a result
tionary demands.
of the thousand teeth sunk into the throat of the
Amidst a range of tactics — documentary
Mexican Southeast..  .
and narrative videos, military insurgency, radio
Welcome to Pronasol’s huge market. Here
broadcasts, murals, horizontal rotating forms
you can buy or sell anything except Indigenous
of governance—the communiques stand out as
dignity. Here everything is expensive except death.
the vessel that most distinctly captured the global
But don’t stay too long, continue along the road,
imagination. In them, Galeano successfully
the proud result of the tourist infrastructure. In
employs myth as a narrative tool to complicate
1988 there were 6,270 hotel rooms, 139 restauthe authoritative narrative of history. Mayan
rants, and 42 travel agencies in this state. This

year, 1,058,098 tourists visited Chiapas and left
250,000,000,000 pesos in the hands of restaurant and hotel owners.
Have you calculated the numbers? Yes,
you’re right: there are seven hotel rooms for every
1,000 tourists while there are only 0.3 hospital
beds per 1,000 Chiapaneco citizens.
More straight-forward than many pieces
of writing that follow, Galeano illustrates the
contemporary state of indigenous poverty in
southeastern Mexico, and the sharp contrast
to the abundance and wealth harvested by the
colonial legacy.
In A Poetics of Resistance, Jeff Conant
notes that the narrative device of the myth has,
brought to the world’s attention a particularly
Mexican brand of surrealism, where we are
forced to wonder which is the real reality — the
subterranean reality of talking beetles and Indian
women running through the jungle with ski masks
and submachine guns, or the above-board reality
of the stock market and the global banking system,
where virtual trading in non-commodities trades
wealth for hunger as quickly as the sun sets over
the bulls and bears of Wall Street and rises over
the tigers of Asia.3
The squishiness of this revolution lives
in its employment of the arts, but more notably
in the way that it complicates, problematizes and
contradicts traditional revolutionary narratives.
Its emphasis on multiplicity and willingness to
lean into the complexity this offers is a particularly squishy feat.
↑
Zapatista women marching with
masked faces.
↑
Galeano riding a horse in Playa del
Carmen in 2006.

STUDIES

“A world in which many worlds fit.”
“We cover our faces in order to be seen.”
“Soldiers who want to stop being soldiers.”
“Those who have died in order to live.”
“Lead by obeying.”

NINA
KATCHADOURIAN
Nina Katchadourian’s work is silly. She arranges
book spines to make phrases like, “A Day at the
Beach / The Bathers / Shark 1 / Shark 2 / Shark
3 / Sudden Violence / Silence.” She takes paper
napkins and dresses up as 15th Century Flemish
portraits in the airplane bathroom. She records
hold music and recomposes the sampled loops
into music for public parties she DJs.
Katchadourian’s work, however, is the
opposite of irreverent. She takes this silliness very
seriously. Her work succeeds because she sees a
silly premise all the way through to its end. Take
her 2016 work at MoMA, Dust Gathering. Noticing
particularly dusty spots at the museum, she
interviewed staff about the maintenance of these
spaces and compiled them into an audio tour.
[It] features voices from within the Museum that
the public rarely hears from, performing tasks
that the public rarely sees. [Listeners can] find
out what it takes to dust the suspended helicopter in the Marron Atrium atrium, learn about the
building’s complex air-filtration systems, and
get to know some of the particularly troublesome,
dust-attracting modernist sculptures.
↑
A still from the video Tree Shove.
Katchadourian is wrapped, sold, and
loaded onto a car like a Christmas tree.

STUDIES

It is a squishy look into the immense labor that
goes into keeping the white cube white.
Katchadourian’s work offers her detailed
way of looking at the world to the public, and
does so with the joy of the initial observation
and the care of a regimented artist.

←
Catalysis IV
Adrian Piper

↘
Sound Suits
Nick Cave

→
Vertical Works
Anthony McCall

←
Sometimes Making Something
Leads to Nothing
Francis Alys
↙
I (The Great Pretender)
William Wegman
→
Door
Ceal Floyer

↑
Body Configurations
Valie Export

↖
Corner Basher
Liz Larner

↘
Wheatfield, a Confrontation
Agnes Denes

↑
Level
Hans Hammert

↓
Fat Convertible
Erwin Wurm

↑
Celula Nave
Ernesto Neto

↑
Heavy Weight History
Christian Jankowski

←
Bliz-aard Ball Sale
David Hammon

↗
Conical Insect
Gordon Matta Clark

↑
Monday– Red Six
Colorful Inside Jobs
John Baldessari

↑
Andy Warhol Eating
a Hamburger
Jorgen Leth

↑
Cosmococa
Helio Oiticica

←
FedEx Series
Walead Beshty
→
Coffee Seeks
Its Own Level
Allan Wexler

↗
Up Against
Cheryl Pope
←
Eulogy for the
Dyke Bar
Macon Reed
→
Washing/Tracks/Maintenance
Mierle Laderman Ukeles
←
Dead Drop
Aram Bartholl

↑
Pynchon Park
Dominique Gonzalez Foerster
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METHODOLOGIES

to offer a reframing that makes the viewer reconsider something they know well, followed by an
invitation to dive deeper into the background
connections I discovered.
� Our objects and tools
reflect our ingenuity, but
they also reflect our biases.
Kodak and other early film
producers calibrated film to

recognize and enhance the
lighting for white bodies.2 So
ingrained is this practice in
photography the designers
of contemporary Instagram

filters still favor white
bodies.3 To frame this as
occurrance as “Instagram
favoring white bodies” is
to reify.

The approach to these investigations is a combination of the following methodologies:
COPYLEFT
I am interested in the idea that all my work is
participatory, even when there is not an explicit
collaborator. I seek to acknowledge that I did
not do this work alone . It is the assemblage of
critiques and conversations with my classmates
and professors, as well a constant exposure to
artists and designers’ work. Through this acknowledgement, I hope to shift the focus away from
the end result, and ask the viewer to consider the

“Art is more than a series of images that are disembodied. Art is objects that live in real
places, economies, spaces, architecture.” trevor paglen
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If squishy play is the ethos of my work, the driving force is a desire to understand how objects
and social systems function. I seek to understand
the power structures, social norms and material
output of late capitalism in the US, and offer
these discoveries to my viewer by integrating
them into the form of my work.
In investigating objects, social systems,
and ideologies, I look for their material counterparts or landing points and trace the moments of
deicison-making that sit in the background. In
1899, sociologist Thorstein Veblen named this
the “honorific marks of hand labor.” 1
Revealing the human hand is an attempt to
undo reification �, or the abstraction of an object
as if it had living existence and abilities. Far too
often, we give linguistic agency to systems and
objects that humans create, in lieu of naming who
the creators are and holding them accountable
accordingly.
After taking something apart, I try and put
the pieces back together in a way that makes
the lineage I have investigated apparent. I hope

METHODOLOGIES

“A critique does not consist in saying that things aren’t good the way they are. It consists
in seeing on just what type of assumptions, of familiar notions, of established and
unexamined ways of thinking the accepted practices are based… To do criticism is to
make harder those acts which are now too easy.” michel foucault

INVESTIGATIONS
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As an addition to making one move, I am interested in how repetition can reveal patterns and
anomalies in a way that doing a gesture once,
cannot. I’m also interested the durational and
laborious quality this imbues, and the common
result of boredom.

 I want to emphasize that
there is a long and oppressive history to privileged
artists and designers, often
white folks, co-opting the

aesthetics, experiences,
and culture of oppressed
people. The concept I’m
exploring speaks to the
influence that happens

from within one’s own
groups or from the
more privileged, not
appropriation.

Much of my process responds to the materiality
of a tool, system, or medium I am studying.
I call this “decision inertia” because I default to
the tool’s inherent qualities to direct me in what
formal decisions to make, thus allowing the tool
makers’ decisions to become conceptual ones.
NEW AESTHETIC TRANSLATION
I employ the translation of the digital world into
the analog to undo the black box-ness and make
the viewer reconsider the mechanisms that allow
digital systems to function.

TRANSPARENCY
I make the process of creation apparent in the
final product as a necessary step towards
un-obscuring objects and the social decisions
that lie behind them. This is a gesture of undoing
reification.
ONE MOVE
The world is incomprehensibly complex. As
a counter to this, I’m interested in finding
the/a one potent move that causes people to
re-question their surroundings and assumptions.
This method requires distilling a concept to one
move, and then executing said move seriously
and precisely.

One Year Performance by
Tehching Hsieh
Photographs, film, time cards,
statements from Hsieh's one-year
observation of the passage of time.
1980-81

METHODOLOGIES

“It is therefore a political decision to focus on the materials of art: it means to consider
the processes of making and their associated power relations, to consider the workers —
whether they are in factories, studio or public spaces, whether they are known or
anonymous and their tools and spaces of production.” petra lange-berndt

entire making process, as well as capitalist
notions of individualism and how they are
reflected in the idea of creativity.

DESIGN INERTIA

“I like to hold things in my hands, to know how something works and how it was made. My
intuition is snared when I enter the digital, like oil to water. There is no place for me to
gain material or emotional traction.”4 lake buckley

REPETITITITITITITITITITION

Untitled — A Curse by Tom Friedman
An 11 inch sphere of space floating
11 inch above the top of a pedestal
cursed by a witch. 1992
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YOU, ME & BUREAUCRACY
LIFE & DEATH CERTIFICATES
FEDERAL FORMS
KNOWN UNKNOWNS
TERMS & CONDITIONS

OUTPUT

METHODS

INTENDED AUDIENCE

SPECIAL THANKS

Print

One Move
Repetition

General Public

Clement Valla
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YOU, ME & BUREAUCRACY

If you look at a W–2 tax form, the first box you will read is
either box #15 at the bottom of the first column, or box #7
at the top of the second column. The box you are really
looking for (#1) sits at the top of the third (of four) columns.
Removing these numbers, the inanity becomes even
more apparent. There are three different box sizes, two
different line weights, eight to ten rows depending on
how you count them, and eleven columns — all for twenty
questions. The instructions on the back are set in less
than six point type and sit next to notes listed A–FF.
Both captivated and exhausted by these federal
forms, I removed the text and seals from documents
pulled from the Office of Personnel Management (the
federal government’s HR). The documents are made of
a strikingly simple kit of parts: elementary geometric
shapes. Their complexity comes from their assemblage—
the way they’re crammed or randomly sequenced,
burdening the citizen with a puzzle to solve.

LABOR

The path that one would follow
to fill out a 2017 W–2 form.
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LABOR

BUREAUCRACY

I invited my classmates to use the coloring
books with individualized invitaitons and
thank you notes.
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FEDERAL REPORT
ON LIFE & DEATH
CERTIFICATE
APPLIATION FORMS

What does it mean to have our most significant life events
wrapped up in paperwork?
This is a collection of life and death certificate
application forms from around the world. I think of these
forms as strange existential markers. They’re pretty
straight-forward; the only qualification is that you were
born or have died and that the forms are filled out in the
designated timespan. However, without them, there’s
a real barrier for an individual or their family to proceed in
life or death. Anthropologist David Graeber notes in The
Utopia of Rules, that birth and death are never mere,
biological events.... In most existing societies at this point
in history, rituals [to mark life or death] may or may not
be carried out, but it is precisely paperwork… that actually
effects the change. My main memory of [my mother’s]
funeral home though was... the clerk who walked me
through a fourteen-page document he had to file in order
to obtain a death certificate... Without those forms, neither
my mother, nor any of the other people cremated at his
establishment, would legally—hence socially—be dead.

LABOR

With each form, I've removed all typography, seals,
and logos to highlight the formal decisions (density, closed
or open nature, paper size) made by the forms' designer.

LABOR

FEDERAL REPORT

The forms have been printed on stock office
supply paper and bound in a handmade binder
that accommodates the varying paper sizes
(letter, legal and A4), most of which vary based
on the country’s default size, but a couple of
which vary within the same country.

LABOR

FEDERAL REPORT

Erasing these forms elicits a particularly remarkable level of mind-numbing boredom. It may be
a bit more tolerable since I do not have to think
as I fill out the forms, but undoubtedly that makes
the experience all the more monotonous.

LABOR

FEDERAL REPORT

The birth certificate is marked with an upper tab
and the death certificate with a lower.
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Clement Valla

FEDERAL FORMS

LABOR

Born of an ideology about efficiency and uniformity,
Modernist architecture and federal paperwork forms
have remarkable formal similarities. Despite good intentions, the two objects manifest as repetitive geometric
shapes that overwhelm the user or landscape. This
deeply cynical cubicle features these layered images
as the fabric coverings of cubicle wall panels, enclosing
the worker in a bureacratic hellscape.

LABOR

FEDERAL FORMS
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KNOWN UNKNOWNS

LABOR

There is a joke that runs through Leftist circles that if you
make a Freedom of Information Act request for someone
who does not already have a file, the US government
will make one for that person. In 1966 the Freedom of
Information Act was passed creating an avenue for citizens,
journalists and public interest groups to request the
government to disclose information on its internal decisionmaking. While it was a crucial step towards government
transparency, it came with one huge clause: anything that
“in their judgement required secrecy,” could remain classified. What is more, it puts the burden of transparency on
the public: to know what to ask for (which predicates
knowing that government programs exist in the first place)
and craft it with the correct language.
Known Unknowns is a poster series that highlights
the Sisyphean task of getting information made public.
Even when documents are declassified, much of the
document actually remains classified, rendering them
effectively useless. To make apparent the frustration of
this process, I altered the legible declassified text, changing
it into a cryptic visual language that again obscures it from
the public. Looking at the new document, the illegibility
allows the viewer to see the document for what it is:
a density of black ink (classified information) overpowering
what little information has been provided.

NSA Email: FOIAs for PRISM Information
Page 8
National Security Agency

LABOR

COINTELPRO Black Extremist Part 01 of 23
Page 76
Federal Bureau of Investigations
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Kai Franz
Asli Serbest

TERMS & CONDITIONS

LABOR

What does agency mean in an age when social, professional, and academic engagement requires the use of
proprietary software?
Terms and Conditions is a collaboration with
Angela Lorenzo. We printed the user agreements for
each computer program we used over the course of
a week. By translating the terms into physical space,
users are no longer be able to swiftly scroll through
the statements and are confronted with the terms’
length and content. However, even with the addition
of tangibility, the viewer quickly realizes that the texts
are ultimately impenetrable jargon.
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LABOR

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Each user, company, and date are noted on
the protruding tabs.

The companies noted highlight how difficult it
would be to continue as a student or member of
society without agreeing to these terms.
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LOW-TECH MAGAZINE
ILLUSTRATOR 101
GOOGLE HANGOUTS TAPE
WORLD PHOTOGRAPHIC ATLAS
ODDS
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Environmentally-conscious
followers of Low-Tech
Magazine

Kris DeDecker
Maharam Foundation
RISD Career Center

LOW-TECH MAGAZINE

Kris DeDecker refuses to assume that every problem has
a high-tech solution. Exhaustively documenting this
assertion, DeDecker runs Low-Tech Magazine (LTM),
an online blog detailing the environmental and social
implications of the rapid technological development of
the 21st century and pinpointing low-tech, often historical,
alternatives. Working with Marie Otsuka, we sought to
create a web and print publication that could embody the
environmental consciousness of the organization as well
as acknowledge the inherent environmental implications
of digital and print publishing. Knowing that the content
of LTM merited publication, we designed a new website
and began a book series to deepen the readers’ relationship
to the content.

LOW ←TECH MAGAZINE

see appendix for more.

LABOR

To make the identity also play a role in the environmentally-conscious goal of the re-design, we
chose to use a backwards arrow in the place of
the hyphen. On the web, this arrow will be loaded
with the browser's default typeface.

LOW-TECH

96

If the internet were a country, it would rank fifth
largest for energy consumption. To begin to raise
awareness about how the internet taxes our
resources, this website is designed to consume
as little energy as possible. The site is published
through a static site generator, uses monochromatic images, and defaults to the pre-selected
typeface of a browser to avoid loading a custom
typeface from an external server.

99
LABOR

98
LOW-TECH

A sample of an article on the re-designed website.
By using monochromatic images, and the default
typeface of each reader's browser, loadtimes
are quick, allowing those with slower internet
connections to still access the content.
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LABOR

LOW-TECH

Each book features original writing and historical
images. They are A5 size, printed in small quantities with soy-based ink on a risograph printer.
The blog has great readership, but the long and
technical articles were often ill-suited for the
web under its previous design.
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LOW-TECH

While we did extensive research on “green” printing, we found that many commercially available
options were minimally effective. Ultimately, we
concluded that the most responsible apporach
is to print content that merits printing and will

have a long shelf life. Having chosen articles that
get high readership spanning many years, we
were confident that we had chosen content that
withstood the quality test.
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Keetra Dixon's
Experiential Design
Class

ILLUSTRATOR 101

LABOR

How can designers become more conscious of the tools
they use on a daily basis? Contemporary design philosophy is guided by the idea that an interface should hide its
internal workings. While this makes it easier for designers
to pick up new tools, it also creates reliance on proprietary
software.
Illustrator 101 seeks to disrupt this relationship by
asking designers to translate Adobe Illustrator from digital
to physical space. Through this tranlsation, participants
are made aware of the amount of labor obfuscated by the
program. This project was created in collaboration with
June Shin and Boyang Xia.

√ SCRIPT
Open Illustrator. Create New
Document
Create a 8x10' artboard
Cursor, select a rectangle

Upon approaching the 8' x 10' “artboard,” participants assume the identity and position of different
Illustrator tools (e.g. Color, Shape or Line tool).
They stand in the toolbox until called upon by the
disembodied instructor. Once selected, they
unfurl their shape, choose its location within the
collective composition and return to the toolbox.

Rectangle, select red
Rectangle and Red, draw a 2x3'
rectangle. Return to the toolbox.
Cursor, select a circle
Circle, draw a 6x6' circle. Return
to the toolbox.

Cursor, select Live Paint-bucket

Cursor, select Line.

Live Paintbucket, select Blue.

Line, draw a 5’ line. Return to the
toolbox.

Cursor, select Pencil.
Pencil, draw a wavy 4' line. Return
to the toolbox.
Cursor, select Paintbrush.
Paintbrush, draw a wavy 4' line.
Return to the toolbox.

Cursor, select Stroke.
Stroke, make that line dashed.
Return to the toolbox.
Cursor, select Drop Shadow.
Drop Shadow, make a 45% shadow,
offset 2" on X and Y on the circle.
Return to the toolbox.

Cursor, select Stylize.
Stylize, make all 4 corners on the rectangle rounded. Return to the toolbox.
Cursor, select Rotate.
Rotate, move the heavy line by 36.7
degrees. Return to the toolbox.
Cursor, select Type.
Type, write “Illustrator 101” in 400
point Myriad. Return to the toolbox.

LABOR

Blue and Live Paintbucket, color the
circle blue. Return to the toolbox.
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GOOGLE HANGOUTS TAPE

SQUISHY PLAY

LABOR

In the documentary Citizenfour, whistleblower Edward
Snowden admonishes himself for neglecting to unplug the
phone in the hotel room acting as his safe house. The
phone, even when idle, could be tapped at the leisure of
an encroaching observer.
After Snowden’s revelations, it is not uncommon to
see tape covering laptop cameras. Our cameras are subject
to the same ease of wiretapping as Snowden’s hotel phone.
While masking this camera is effective, tappers can still
access the computer’s microphone undetected.
This installation highlights this never-ending search
for privacy as participants engage with three taped tablets
in a video conference call with one another.

As someone speaks into one of the tablets, the
view from that camera is shown on the other two.
As volume levels change, so do the screen colors.
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THE WORLD
PHOTOGRAPHIC ATLAS
In the summer of 2016, Google momentarily erased the
names of Gaza and the West Bank from its maps.1 Though
the occupied states were re-added, the controversy
revealed that Google had never named Palestine on its
maps. It still has not. Imagery of the land remains, however,
this omittance at the highest tier of hierarchy is a gesture
of erasure, intentional or not.
Sparked by this occurrance, I began exploring Google
Earth’s satellite and 360° images. The World Photographic
Atlas collects errors in the archive—objects are blurred
as they are mistaken for faces, heads appear separated
from the rest of the body, landscapes twist and writhe as
images are stitched together. I categorized this collection
into nine different actions (blur, slice, erase, obscure, pass,
render, stitch or glitch). These images reveal the human
hand in contemporary map-making—creation and intervention in the seemingly “truthful” process of making
photographic maps.

The 10.5" x 17" book totals 146 pages.
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GLOSSARY OF FOREIGN GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS

2

Types of Images

Types of Distortions

Aerial Images

Satellite images are stitched together to create a continuous,
navigable image. Moments of inconsistensies in color and
texture are subsequently mapped.

Blurring

Google Business
Photos

Contents of the images can be obscured on both a large and
small scale. On the large scale, governments can petition
satellite owners to blur certain sensitive geographic areas. At
the human level, photographers can capture the motion of
their subjects throughout the duration of their shot.

Google has worked with private organizations to move Google
Street View off of the streets and into buildings such as
museums and religious sites.

Slicing

Photographs composed of numerous images slightly offset
from one another and stitched together to create one continuous image. Expensive 360° cameras are available on the
market, and Google has released Google Streetview, an app
that stitches together over 47 images to create a single image.

Google Street
View

3

Satellite Images
4

User Uploaded
Images

360° Images

5

Images composed by and uploaded to Google Maps. These
images are captured by 360° cameras mounted on Googleowned cars, tikes, trolleys, snowmobiles, and helmets. Google
Maps users can move between images to “travel” distances.
Identities of the subjects are masked by blurring the faces of
individuals, and the identities of the Google photographers are
also hidden.

Satellite images are taken by governmental and private companies for Google and the public to purchase. The technology
was first developed by the US military. Google presents them
through 2D and VR internet-based means.

Images taken by individuals with 360° cameras or apps, which
are then uploaded to Google Maps. Unlike Google-uploaded
images, individuals’ faces and body parts of the photographer
may or may not be blurred out, depending on the discretion of
the user.

Photographs composed of numerous images slightly offset
from one another and stitched together to create one continuous image. Expensive 360° cameras are available on the
market, and Google has released Google Streetview, an app
that stitches together over 47 images to create a single image.
In the app, individuals have the choice of blurring content with
pre-sized blur boxes.

Erasing

Through the act of taking a 360° photo, the camera is
frequently deleted from the image. Images at the bottom-most
part of an image are the most frequent mistakes in Google’s
Street View app.

Facial
Obfuscuring

Google uses software to blur individual’s faces and license
plates on its own images. Occassionally, this technology
will overlook some individuals, while blurring others in the
same image.

Passing Time

People or objects appear crisply and often impartially more
than once in a frame because of their movement throughout
the duration of the shot.

Rendering

Images are blurry or incomplete because of either the quality
of the photograph or the strength of the internet connection
facilitating their appearance.

Stitching

Images composed of two or more satellite images of different
colorations, weather, and quality that expose the combining
process.

Glitching

Introduction of color or warping that is alien to the native environment being portrayed.
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Sistine Chapel, Vatican City
41.902947, 12.454484
10:49 AM

LABOR

Fushimi Inari Shrine, Kyoto, Japan
34.9670684, 135.7729694
9:50 PM

GOOGLE MAPS

Historically, map makers would design trap streets —
ficticious towns, rivers and roads added to their work
as a way to identify copyright infringements from other
map makers. In the 1930s, cartographers Otto G. Lindberg
and Ernest Alpers created the town of Agloe in order to
protect their work.2 When they saw it listed on a competing company’s map, they sought to sue them, only to
learn that the town had become real. A store owner had
seen the town of Agloe on the map and named a nearby
store after it, thus making it a real landmark. The shop
owner’s choice to name their store Agloe points to the
influential role that maps play in our lives. Though they
are inherently incomplete translations and visualizations,
they assume an authority that all too often goes
unquestioned.
Today, we see this belief amplified through the introduction of photographic maps. Google Maps, as a free
and readily accessible platform, mediates the way so
many of us in the US understand our environment. I now
feel that I can confidently navigate to new places spontaneously because I have Google Maps in my pocket. This
use is, of course, not without unintended consequences.
Where I used to be able to navigate towns and adapt to
influxes in traffic with shortcuts, I now wait until Google
Maps redirects me away from the traffic; I follow instructions to turn left at a light to arrive at a store when I can
see the store’s entrance to my right.
Google Maps, though convenient and well executed,
must be called into question. What are the implications
of having a private company photograph my home?
Of being tethered to a device to get anywhere unfamiliar,
especially one that I become more dependent on the
more I use it?3 Of having my movements recorded
and analyzed?
These photos aren’t as convincing as the town of
Agloe, and through their obvious error, they remind us
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Fairbanks, AK, USA
62.9522436, -151.1564045
1:33 PM
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GOOGLE MAPS

Savissivik, Greenland
76.5636525, -69.5801344
9:53 PM

who takes these images—that it is not just satellites and
algorithms, but rather an international collection of
people who code the programs, take the pictures, filter
and upload them. Recognizing and interrogating these
dynamics hidden behind an image is what artist and
geographer Trevor Paglen describes as the “geographies
of photography.”4 He further contextualizes this practice
by proposing a new term for the contemporary state of
photography: “seeing machines.” 4 He defines seeing
machines as an expansion of photography to include not
only traditional cameras, but also satellite images, QR
code readers, facial recognition software, etcetera, as
well as all the metadata these devices produce and the
mechanization that goes into storing and extrapolating
meaning from these images. He emphasizes that seeing
machines are to be understood in the context of the
practices “with which they are enmeshed.” These Google
Maps images are a combination of satellite images, useruploaded 360 degree photos, and photos taken from
Google’s Street View cars—obvious candidates for the
title of seeing machines.
Let’s take an image from the Google Street View car
as a case study. In the most recent model, the Hyundai
station wagon sits below eight 20 MP HD cameras
coupled with Lidar cans (the technology used for 3D
scanning).5 6 When the car takes photos in Providence,
Rhode Island, the images are sent to Google’s servers
(Google currently has 15 data centers across the world)
for processing. Then, I speculate, the images from the
eight cameras are algorithmically stitched together to
create a 360 degree image. The metadata of the image
like geolocation and time are pulled, and any other visual
information such as street names and business hours
are visually processed. This process is oblique for the outside inquisitor, and it doesn’t even include the complex
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Pittufik, Greenland 1
76.5621735, -69.7106138
10:13 PM
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Nov. 24, 2016
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Plaza Espana, Sevilla, Spain
37.3774598, -5.9868021
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Plaza España, Sevilla, Spain
37.3919444, -6.0097222
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Chernobyl, Ukraine
51.3914069, 30.0953608
11:38 PM

Plaza España, Sevilla, Spain
37.3919444, -6.0097222
6:30 PM

LABOR

I don’t question the utility of Google Maps. It’s been
an invaluable tool for me as a pedestrian, biker, driver,
and curious computer user. I only hope that we can be
mindful of the implication of such a vast tool for the
sake of our privacy and independence. By humanizing
a supposed Truth, we are privy to the ways in which we
can hold its creators accountable.
GOOGLE MAPS

geographies of how this car and these cameras were
made, or the material implications of the server farms that
allow the images to be sent, processed, and then viewed
across the world. Paglen notes that this act of taking
a photo is “what Marx famously called the ‘annihilation of
space with time,’ i.e. the ability to capitalize on the speed
of new transportation and communications to bring
disparate spaces ‘closer’ together, relatively speaking.” 4
I consider these images to be panoptic. Panoptic
means to show or see the whole at one view, and these
images are unique in their honesty and ability to show
a truer whole. While their neighboring images in the
Google maps database may show a more realistic representation of a space, these images show the process
and creator, what Vilém Flusser defines as a “true
photograph.” 7 However, that these images, as long as
they exist in the Google Maps framework, are not “true
photographs.” Hosted on the site, they are meant to
document the world, not call attention to the way in which
the images themselves were created. It is, instead, the
screenshotter, of whom there are many (Clement Valla,
Jon Rafman, Jenny Odell, Paolo Cirio, Josh Begley, to
name a few) who collects, re-organizes, and re-presents
the images to become the true photographer.
This book begins to investigate these questions
through an analysis of Google Maps’ missteps. While
perusing the platform, I stumbled upon the occasional
“glitch” in the photographic mosaic.8 What started
as noticing a small shift in the stitching together of two
adjacent images, quickly prompted me to create an
extensive taxonomy of these inconsistencies (blurring,
erasing, slicing, etcetera). I realized that more than
just digital anomalies, these moments were more often
reminders of the human hand in the cartographic process.
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Web Design

One Move

General Public

Keira Alexandra

ODDS

LABOR

www.odds.com

Seeking a way to trudge through the hyperbolic and sensational news cycle, Odds is a news website that presents
headlines based on their likelihood of occurring. By either
blinking or shifting in scale, the headlines that are most
likely to occur are readily available for the news seeker, while
less likely occurances are less present.
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LABOR

ODDS

www.odds.com

www.odds.com
A weather report proportionally scaled to the
likelihood of each weather occurrence.
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LABOR

ODDS

www.odds.com

www.odds.com
Articles appear and disappear based on their
likelihood of occurring.

LABOR

ODDS

www.odds.com

www.odds.com
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EVEN MORE
LABOR

ARCHIVE OF DEFAULT STUDIES
HAAAAPPY BIRTHDAY...
PUPPY LICKER
KITTY LICKER
SPOT ILLUSTRATIONS
SHIFT CONTROL
INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION POSTER
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Design Inertia
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Clement Valla

THE ARCHIVE OF DEFAULT STUDIES

The Archive of Default Studies is a collection of tests of
the default settings of a myriad of machines used by
graphic designers.
Mechanical reproduction is praised for its fidelity to
representing the original form. Interested in revealing the
human hand that designed these systems, I exhaustively
tested the default settings of tools. I usually began by
doing the most basic and minimal action that the machine
was designed for (e.g. photocopy a piece of paper), and
repeated this process until a pattern, or more often, a flaw
was revealed.
The results are collected into a Google Spreadsheet
and named in a way that allows the viewer to recreate the
experiments.

Using an iPhone Camera to See the RGB Color
Wheel Used to Project the Color White on
a DLP Projector

LABOR

see appendix for more.
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One Hour Marked by the VLS3.60 Laser Cutter
on 1⁄8" Corrugated Cardboard
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LABOR

DEFAULT ARCHIVE

Numbers 0-59 scaled to each take one minute
to cut. While the size of the numbers most clearly
highlights the formal qualities of the digits, the
burn marks also emphasize moments of tight
design structure.

145
SQUISHY PLAY

INTRODUCTION

144

One Hour Marked by the VLS3.60 Laser Cutter
on 1⁄8" Corrugated Cardboard

147

146
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DEFAULT ARCHIVE

Numbers 0-59 scaled at the same size, laser
manually cut off at the end of one minute.

149
LABOR

DEFAULT ARCHIVE

Attempts at Printing Black by Layering Cyan,
Magenta, and Yellow on the Phaser 7800 Laser
Printer

↖Unfolded, ↓ Folded, ↓ Back
Fold top left and bottom right corners, print
blue, unfold bottom right, adjust top left, print
magenta, unfold top left, adjust bottom right,
fold bottom left, print yellow.

151

Fold top left corner and bottom edge,
print yellow, unfold bottom edge
and left edge, refold left corner, fold
bottom right, print magenta, unfold
bottom right, and fold bottom left
corner, print cyan.

LABOR

DEFAULT ARCHIVE

150

Fold top left and bottom right corners,
print blue, unfold bottom right, adjust
top left, print magenta, unfold top left,
adjust bottom right, fold bottom left,
print yellow.
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The Default Mockup Design of a White T-shirt
from www.printful.com Printed on a Blank
www.printful.com T-shirt

LABOR

A photograph of the real t-shirt printed with
the default image of a white t-shirt from
Printful.com. The t-shirt is pulled taut.
All visible shadows are in the photograph
printed on the shirt.

DEFAULT ARCHIVE

A screenshot of the default white t-shirt
(Los Angeles Apparel PT101 Men’s
Sublimation XS T-Shirt) on Printful.com.
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DEFAULT ARCHIVE

154

Pieces of Paper Scanned on the Epson
Perfection v700 Photo Sconner, then Printed on
the HP Laserjet 700 B&W Laser Printer, and then
Scanned Again

Iteration #300
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200% Enlargements on the Toshiba E-Studio
306 Photocopier

200% Enlargements on the Toshiba E-Studio
306 Photocopier

200% Enlargement on the Xerox Color
C60 Photocopier

Copies of the Output of the Toshiba E-Studio
306 Photocopier

300th scan

First scan

LABOR

DEFAULT ARCHIVE

Every tenth print in sequence of approximately
300 photocopies.
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TheOrder in which the KNK Maxx Pen
Plotter Draws

LABOR

INTRODUCTION

Using Diagonal Type and Adding a Border
in Google Spreadsheets

169

168
Repeatedly Attempting to Print Full Bleed
by Copying Pieces of Paper on the Toshiba
E-Studio 306 Photocopier

LABOR

LABOR

DEFAULT ARCHIVE

Using an iPhone Camera to See the RGB Color Wheel
Used to Project the Color White on a DLP Projector

Due to the camera’s frame rate, the spinning
RGB color wheel is seen as bands of red,
green and blue that move across the screen
in endless repetition.

177
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176
DEFAULT ARCHIVE

Photocopying a Piece of Paper on the Toshiba
E-Studio 306 Photocopier, then Rotating it 90
Degrees and Photocopying it Again: Sometimes
the Paper Spills off the Scanner Bed

LABOR

DEFAULT ARCHIVE
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180
DEFAULT ARCHIVE

The Archive of Default Studies is housed in
a public Google spreadsheet. The 12 studies
are sorted into five categories of investigation:
programmed systems, exploiting limitations,
fallibility, edge, elevating a secondary feature.
The index page links to the successive tabs.
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Carson Evans
Jenn Livermore
Mukul Chakravarthi
Elaine Lopez
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Goeun Park

HAAAAAPPY BIRTHDAY...

LABOR

Enjoy the love and friendship of going out to eat for
your birthday? But hate the feeling of your face growing
red as friends, family, wait staff, and strangers sing
off-key renditions of “Happy Birthday?” Sounds like an
un-happy birthday.
Haaaaappy Birthdaytm is a mask that projects the
love you feel when your face is turning red. Easy to hide
until you hear that drawn out first syllable, this cardboard
mask reduces your facial expression to the truest rendition
of reciprocated love. The mouth of the mask remains
ecstatically open so that you can see the appreciative looks
of your grandparents and blow out candles and wish for
this moment to never end. Adorned with a conical hat that
shouts “I LOVE THIS ATTENTION,” birthday kids can
choose a new color each year, reminding their loved ones
that they are ready for another round.
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BIRTHDAY
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Video

One Move

General Public

Keetra Dean Dixon

PUPPY LICKER

Are you missing the light tickle and endless love of puppy
kisses, but are too busy to take on the responsibility of
puppy ownership? Sounds ruff.
Puppy Licker tm is a VR and animatronic simulation of
a puppy licking your face. Just open the Puppy Licker tm
app on your phone, select the puppy of your choice, slide it
into your VR device, and enjoy as a moist tongue with a
vaguely meaty smell flails across your face.
Due to the low production cost of duct taping a tongueshaped piece of bologna to a child's bath toy, the Puppy
Licker tm can be yours for a fraction of the cost of dog
ownership. Maintenance is easy: in-app puppy selection
expands daily and fresh tongues can be had with just
a quick visit to the corner store.
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Video

One Move

General Public

Tim Maly

KITTY LICKER

Instead of bologna, it’s sandpaper.

LABOR
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Print
Web
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Jenn Livermore
Nick Adam

SPOT ILLUSTRATIONS

SQUISHY PLAY

This series of spot illustrations seeks to disrupt the usual
flow of the news by using the human body in uncanny ways.

LABOR

SPOT ILLUSTRATIONS

“Mike Pence is the Koch Brother's Manchurian
Candidate,” The Intercept. Podcast transcription.

“To Shave or Not to Shave,” The New York Times.

LABOR
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“Want to Know What Virtual Reality Might Look
Like? Look to the Past,” The New York Times.
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Experience
Design

Copyleft

Graphic Designers

Graphic Design MFAs

SHIFT CONTROL

Graphic designers just might be control freaks. Their
domain of expertise covers a plethora of tiny decisions,
most of which are not visible to the untrained eye. Today,
they practice this control indoors, on the computer.
Frustrated by the hum of the HVAC unit, I designed a participatory experience, asking graphic designers to create
a collective form bank by flying kites made of recycled
plastic bags in an underutilized field in downtown
Providence, Rhode Island. While flying kites, users experimented with depth, chance, and relative placement to
make geometric compositions which I documented with
a camera from the ground.

LABOR

see appendix for more.

The kites were designed to reference some iconic
graphics from the field: El Lissitzky's Beat the
Whites with the Red Wedge, Bauhaus primary
colored simple shapes, and Dada's cuffed pointing hand.
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Print
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RISD students

Laura Thatcher

5:36pm

INTERACTIVE
INSTALLATION POSTER
In 2018, I co-taught a class on interactive installation. To
advertise the class to prospective students, I designed
an interactive poster. The poster began as a piece of
paper with a handful of slits and the suggestion, “Tear this
poster.” Passersby pulled the slits to reveal the class information hidden beneath.

6:06pm

While the posters in hallways were
torn, but kept relatively intact, the
poster placed in the elevator of the
fine arts building was itself reassembled into an installation.

8:23pm
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CATALOG OF SPECIMENS: DIGITAL OPTICS
TOP HEAVY
HARPSICHORD METALLIC HOWL
I SLEPT ON IT
WORD WORK
SIMPLE MECHANICS
POST NO BILLS
TWO-DAY SHIPPING
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Clement Valla
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CATALOG OF SPECIMENS:
DIGITAL OPTICS

Cast glass with colored glass dust trapped
between two layers.

LABOR

Interested in the internal structure of a seemingly clear
substance, I created a collection of videos investigating
how glass influences optics. Shining light into the glass,
I moved my video camera across the surface to discover
tiny internal imperfections that ranged in appearance
from organic-looking to completely digital. Coupled
with their glass counterparts, these videos live in the
drawers of a specimen cabinet.
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The videos playing on loop with the cabinet's
drawers slightly ajar.
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DIGITAL OPTICS
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In five drawers, a crafted piece of glass sits
next to the videos it generated. Separated by
a sliding cover, the either the glass or the video
can be seen at once, forcing the viewer to consider each independently and in conversation
with one another.

Form created by pouring glass over a graphite
brick, sprinkling on colored glass dust, and
encasing it with a final layer of glass. Color creates
more visual constrast in the video recordings.
Graphite does not bond with glass.

LABOR

DIGITAL OPTICS

Upon close inspection, I discovered that the
inside of a mirror is lined with two mirrored
surfaces, thus creating a seemingly infinite
space in a width of .25".
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Typeface

New Aesthetic
Translation

General Public

Bethany Johns
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TOP HEAVY

Typography sits in a unique position: its substrate is
subject to the laws of gravity, while the letterforms themselves are not. What would happen if typography were
no longer exempt?
Using Cotham Sans, an open source typeface
designed by Sebastien Sanfilippo, I took the baseline as
the “ground” and positioned the letterforms as if they had
been released on the baseline. To prevent a collection of
52 faceplanted characters, I simulated a depth equivalent
to the width of each character's stroke, extruding it into
a proportional three-dimensional structure.
Many characters needed to be raised above the
baseline first: those with descenders were obvious victims,
but characters with rounded bottoms that fall ever so
slightly below the ground were raised as well. By noting
these small changes, I offer graphic designers a way to
reconsider the planes of typography and clue in outsiders
to the tiny details of type design.

LABOR
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A mockup of the three-dimensional
structure underlying these letterforms.

-77°

-77°

90°

-69.3°

-3°
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A video documents the translation from the digital
to physical space, where gravity is applied.
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Sculpture

Repetition
Transparency

General Public

RI Recyclery Center

HARPSICHORD METALLIC HOWL:
OR HOW TO TALK ABOUT LABOR

LABOR

Named for a sound poem by the Baroness Elsa von
Freytag-Loringhoven, a Dadaist who is rumored to
be the real artist behind The Fountain, the piece is an
assemblage of over 2,000 gold safety pins. Begun from
the meditative process of knitting together pins, this
piece ultimately became a garment or armour of sorts.
The form is dictated by the rectilinear nature of the pins,
with a few moments of asymmetry that add discord to
the orderly piece. Its comforting weight is belied by
the potential for a fastener to open and the wearer to
be pricked at any moment.
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HARPSICHORD
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One of the most distinct qualities of this garment
is the sound that it makes when the safety pins are
rustled together. To highlight this, as well as the
object's connection to Dadaist Elsa von FreytagLoringhoven, I recorded the garment and asked my
classmates to transliterate what they heard. I then
assembled them into a sound poem.
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Costume

Design Inertia
One Move

General Public

Jenn Livermore
Carson Evans

I SLEPT ON IT

I Slept on It is a study in which I adorn my body with a
Queen size foam mattress topper. The topper is meant
to add extra cushion for navigating a rough and anxietyinducing world.
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Sculpture

One Move

General Public

Jake Moritz

WORD WORK

LABOR

When train stations transitioned from split-flap display
boards to digital boards, they realized that something
critical had been lost. Without the clacking sound inherent
to the transition from one letter to another, there were no
auditory cues that an arrival time had been changed and
the familiar sound had to be added it back in.
Lamenting the loss of the public installation of these
boards, I created Word Work, an interactive sculpture of
world play. With a full alphabet rolodex, participants spin
the sign until they land on the highlighted letter. One display
features two highlighted letters, allowing participants to
flip back and forth between the two words: play and ploy.
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Video

One Move

General Public

Paul Soulellis

SIMPLE MECHANICS

The radio show Car Talk is a remarkable feat. For 35 years,
two mechanics captivated audiences by answering questions from callers about their cars' technical problems.
Because these interactions were conducted and transmitted without visuals, callers were forced to articulate the
bizarre sounds their cars were emitting. Hosts Ray and
Tom Magliozzi clarified the sounds by repeating them
back. Callers, familiar with the surprising efficacy of communicating these mechanical sounds to solve their problems,
often prefaced these moments by noting that they had
practiced beforehand. They did not want to make fools of
themselves on national radio.
Fascinated by the show's ability to bring this squishy
behaviour out of its callers and the struggle born of humans
mimicking the sound of a machine, collaborator Carson
Evans and I collected these moments and coupled them
with semi-industrial props. A collection of video shorts,
motion and visuals are added to the clips, further highlighting the antics of the show and the complications that
unfold when objects that are completely human-made
cease to be solvable by humans.

LABOR
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Caller I
Bee bee bee bee bee bee bee. And then pretty soon: clack
clack clack. Sounds like Yahtzee dice.

Caller II
Whoop. Whoop.

Radio Host I
But in a nutshell, here’s the deal: spheeeeeeeew

Radio Host II
What’s the noise like again?

Caller III
It’s a cricket. It’s like chee, chee, chee, chee. It’s a really
annoying sound.
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Caller IV
It’s like rewrr rwerr rewrr.

Radio Host I
Yeah, right. Areawh areawh areawh.

Radio Host II
The frequency as you get closer and closer is like whooop
whooop whooop whooop.

Radio Host I
Oh yeah, you’ve got that eeign-aaah-ah eeign-aaah-ah
eeign-aaah-ah
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Print

Copyleft

General Public

Center for the Study of
Political Graphics
Justseeds Artist
Collective
Oaxacan designer
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POST NO BILLS

What is the state of the political poster in North America
today? What gets lost when posters move from the streets
to the internet? What is gained?
Post No Bills is a collection of interviews with designers, artists, and archivists of social justice posters in the
US and Mexico. The research investigates the role of
printed posters in social movements and provides steps
for designers to become more socially engaged.
To understand these new complexities of political
graphic production, I spoke with JustSeeds Artist Collective
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and a street vendor of political
graphics in Oaxaca, Mexico. In speaking with them, I
sought to understand what the social justice poster is,
how they navigate new media and the now-commonplace
practice of selling these posters. By including a Mexican
city in this research I hoped to explore how a culture with a
stronger emphasis on public space than the US, influences
poster production. I also interviewed archivists at the
Center for the Study for Political Graphics in Los Angeles,
California and Interference Archive in Brooklyn, New York
to explore the afterlife of political posters.
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Interference Archive
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The book measures 5.5" x 8". It features a profile
of and interview with each organization.
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POST NO BILLS
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One Move

General Public

Drew Litowitz
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A BRIEF TIMELINE OF
INEVITABILITY AND
IMAGINATION

The ability to imagine new futures is a critical element
to implementing social change. To ask for something
else, you need to be able to imagine that something else
is possible. The Few have maintained or strengthened
power by explicitly repressing the imagination and the
Many have responded by calls to actively foster the imagination. While there are numerous instances of the Many
speaking in maxims, there is a power difference between
the Many's ability to implement it, and the politicians and
theorists named in this timeline.

LABOR

I catalogued this tension between
the Few and the Many by designing
six posters that feature quotes from
1968–2001.
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Installation

One Move

General Public

Seeing Machines
classmates

TWO-DAY SHIPPING

LABOR

If you go down the YouTube rabbit hole of “world's most
satisfying videos,” you will be inundated with compliations that are either disparate objects physically fitting
together perfectly, or footage of labor production. They
are wildly satisfying to watch: twinkies are extruded on
cue with perfection, stiff wires are coiled like threading
a bobbin, and flat pencil heads are sanded into finely
pointed miniature weapons.
Two-Day Shipping is an aerially shot refracted
factory packaging scene projected on the ground. It scrolls
across a piece of paper lightly curled at the edges. Like a
conveyor belt, the image of workers packaging shipments
is overlaid with the boxes themselves. Designed as an
endless loop, the demand for the boxes never ceases, and
a break for the workers never comes.

LABOR

TWO-DAY SHIPPING
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A shot of the curled paper on the floor with the
video projected on top.

PAUL SOULELLIS
& PREM KRISHNAMURTHY

SQUISHY PLAY
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IN CONVERSATION

Paul Soulellis is a graphic designer, artist, publisher
and teacher. He is the founder of Library of the
Printed Web, a physical archive devoted to web-toprint artists’ books, zines and other printed matter.
In 2017, Library of the Printed Web was acquired by
MoMA Library.Soulellis is a contributing editor at
Rhizome, where he curates The Download, “an ongoing series of artist commissions that considers the
ZIP file format, the act of downloading and the
computer user’s desktop as a space for exhibition.”
Recently, Soulellis created a new project, Steve,
Harvey, Matt, exploring the leak as a radical act
of publishing.
Prem Krishnamurthy lives in New York
and Berlin, working between design, curating, editing,
and teaching. He is Founding Partner of Wkshps,
a multidisciplinary design workshop which crafts
identities for art institutions, public spaces, leading
architects, non-profit organizations, and global
brands alike. Previously, Prem was Founding Principal of design studio Project Projects, which was
the recipient of the Cooper Hewitt’s 2015 National
Design Award for Communication Design, the USA’s
highest recognition in the field. From 2012–2017,
Prem established and directed the multidisciplinary
exhibition space P! in New York City’s Chinatown.
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I must have come up with the term bumpiness a year and a half ago
or a little longer. [Graphic designer and writer]
David Reinfurt had come to P! and I was trying to
explain what the space was when I said something
about the space being “bumpy” and he was like,
“That’s really good.”1 I started to use that as a term
without exactly knowing what it meant and then to
some extent refined what I think about it and started
thinking about what its outliers are. The P!DF is
not rigorously theoretical, but in newer versions it
has sections that try to use it more as a metaphor.
Bumpiness is related to something like Brechtian estrangement. I think
the topographic metaphor, the tactile metaphor, and
an affective metaphor are somehow all appropriate
is because it’s trying to say that smooth surfaces,
particularly within design or curating, don’t pick up
anything else. Smooth, glossy surfaces are meant to
reject other materials and they maintain a certain level
of finish. Something that’s bumpy is not jagged, it’s
not rough. It welcomes touch. It picks up some things
along the way. It has the potential to smooth down
a bit too, but it’s not immediately resistant. It’s somewhere between a position of opposition and a position
of complicity. It’s trying to chart a middle course
where it’s actually attractive enough that you want to
come close to it. It kind of has an effect on you, as
opposed to entirely rejecting you and trying to maintain its integrity.
I’m working on the level of metaphor, not theory. One of the metaphors
I’ve come to is a rock that breaks off of a cliff face.
It starts out jagged and it flows through water. It
smooths out and there’s a point before it’s a pebble,
before it’s very smooth, where it’s no longer jagged,
but it’s been worked out by the elements. It still gives
friction to the water as it moves around it. It’s a
metaphor that tries to have that bi-directionality and
suggest how something is changing. Bumpy things
do eventually become smooth a lot of the time.

SQUISHY PLAY
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In 2018, he will open K, an “exhibition-making workshop” in Berlin-Schöneberg. His experimental,
interactive monograph/memoir/manifesto, P!DF,
was published by O-R-G in 2017.
Prem Krisnamurthy and Paul Soulellis have
prolific careers that inestigate archiving and publishing and have both presented ideas about bumpiness
and leakiness in graphic design in the past year.
I asked them to have a conversation about the overlap
of these concepts and how they may reflect a shift
in the field.
Prem spoke about bumpiness with
RISD’s graphic design department in spring 2017, and
returned to speak about his curatorial endeavors
in spring 2018. Paul spoke about the leak as a radical
act of publishing at the Walker Art Center in spring
2018. Our conversation took place in Providence, RI
a month after Paul’s talk and a day after Prem’s.
I started by asking them to speak about
the concept of bumpiness and leakiness.

P! is an exhibition space that Prem ran from 2012–2017 in New York City.

How is it even possible in the work that comes out of
any of this?
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So it’s funny, for me, the talk is not so much about the leakiness. I don’t
feel like I’m proposing some kind of philosophy of leakiness. For me, I was trying to come from a place of
publishing. I’m thinking about how we make work public
and how we produce work for the public. If we think
of any kind of engagement with an audience as an act
of publishing, how do we break that down?
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I always saw “P!” as a thing that provided some friction to its outside and
was non-normative in that way. But I think that when
I became “K,” for six months, it was this attempt to
think through [the space]. There was actually an artist
Christopher Thomas who said to me, “What does it
mean that you always want the space to be different
than its context?” It relates to what you, Paul, said
in your talk about the container, but it was almost an
inverse thing. I’ve always been thinking about a
container that called itself out as a container. Then
I started to think, maybe there’s a moment in which
I should actually become more like a white cube, but
then have things in the space that themselves are
very resistant to certain modes and economies of art
practice. In a way, that is more palatable for people,
because it’s actually a white cube-ish space, rather than
being in a space that’s more obviously kind of resistant
to that. And that was interesting. This was all at a
moment in 2014 [when I was] thinking about questions
of race and class and power and then thinking, “Maybe
the space needs to actually have a different mode
of address for awhile so that new, different people will
approach it.”

I gave a talk back in the fall [of 2017] at the Cybernetics Conference,
and I was really focused on an older paradigm of
publishing that was based on the “post,” the idea that
putting something vertically, either writing on a wall,
or posting something on a poster, or tacking something, etc., our whole sort of notion of where the post
comes from has always been a kind of interruption.
You’re interrupting a line of sight. You’re breaking attention. It’s almost like the poster or the writing on the
wall is a kind of bump — you’re changing the text from
the surface in order to deliver a message.
So I started thinking about that as a kind of paradigm of publishing, and
we take that all the way forward into network culture
and the idea of a blog post or a tweet or anything as
a kind of interruption. It’s really reductive and simplistic,
but I’m trying to take thousands of years of communication and boil it down to some idea about how we
communicate as a form of interruption. What has
changed recently is the feed, the idea that the individual post matters less than the texture that’s created
from a never-ending feed.

I want you to say for the record too what leakiness is.
In [the talk I gave at the Walker Arts Center in March 2018], I think that,
in some ways, the work that I was trying to express
was influenced by the visit that you did here [in spring
2017] when you were talking about bumpiness.
Because I was thinking about this for quite a while,
thinking about forms of resistance and friction and
this really basic question that has no simple answer:
what do we do as artists and designers? I know a
lot of people share that kind of position or concern.
How do we engage, how does our work have some
kind of relevance in this political context? I have been
searching and searching for things like bumpiness
or the idea of the leak. What are terms, what are conditions, what are states that might suggest a new kind
of position or a way that I might think about working?

SQUISHY PLAY
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The nature of attention and the nature of trust have changed. The ability for
non-human agents to act on the feed has changed our
relationship to how we get information. What I’ve been
trying to think about is, do we now need a new way
of engaging with information that is both a mixture of
a new kind of paradigm of publishing and the old? We
need new ways of discerning feeds and things that are

the distribution mechanisms that are the normative
distribution mechanisms.

being delivered to us and that might also involve
dipping back into this old paradigm of publishing
and the post. And that’s when I get to the leak, because
the leak to me feels like the most radical, the most
extreme type of interruption that one can do in terms
of publishing. So even though I don’t think these are
considered acts of publishing, they are. It’s about
making public some kind of information in this extreme
way of changing its state from private to public.

It’s just a matter of time before capitalism co-ops and corrupts this.
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But that always happens.
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I think your [concept of] publishing is brilliant.To build on what you said,
you’re exactly right about the metaphor of the post
and also what happens in the era of the feed. To
radically simplify, you think about [Walter] Benjamin
writing in the 20s about advertising in that moment
and the fact that that it was an interruption. Now,
building on the idea of post play, looking at feeds is
one of the main things we do, so it’s almost impossible
to have an interruption within that. To have a post
that actually creates an interruption [is difficult],
because even if it’s an interruption, it’s building into
the attention economy. It’s actually impossible
because because the goal of those [feeds] is to have
people look at them, so making the [interruption]
makes people look at [the feed] — that’s why the leak
is interesting. Because both in the physical and
metaphorical sense of a leak, there’s a container,
which is the feed, and then this thing [seeps] out.

Yes, exactly. But now what it makes me think is, if one theorizes this, then
next Nike is going to start distributing ZIP files.

Yeah. I don’t think it’s fully resolved and I want to keep going with this
over the next year, but in that talk I mentioned queer
theory and Judith Halberstram’s idea of failure as
a resistance to capitalism in The Queer Art of Failure.
[We think of abundance of information as profit and
that that surplus is somehow desireable.] What would
it mean to reverse that? To cause that rupture to
happen? I’m interested in how queer theory could come
into this or what role it would play.
But the way you just described it, Prem, for me was so apparent. The big
turning point for me was seeing somebody pull up
a tweet in a protest. That one act of — if you want
to even call it that—a gesture of publishing, of removing
something from the digital archive, pulling it out of
the feed, and announcing it as a physical act: in a way
that is kind of like a leak. It’s taking it out of the feed
and announcing it.
In both of those cases, it’s about repudiating the myth of universal
circulation — that actually those things stop circulating.
The tweet is performed in another arena that has
a more limited distribution, but deals with some
questions of truth value as well. It also personalizes
the object and it becomes more specific.2

It’s a rupture.
It comes out then as a ZIP file or something else that actually is no longer
part of the post. It can be posted about, but it actually
seeps out of that thing.
It separates itself from that context.

It’s a different public.

Exactly.

It’s also a different actor, a different person, who is putting the message
forth and you [are able to] see them.

SQUISHY PLAY
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And so it’s no longer part of our attention economy. It’s a more radical
act of publishing because it’s not publishing within

2.

For more on what it means to tie protest signs to a body or physical space, refer to my project, Post No Bills, in which I interview activists, designers and archivists about the state of
the political poster and its relationship to physical and digital spaces.

3.

Steve, Harvey, and Matt is a website and publication that archives files deleted from the
EPA website by the Trump Administration.
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The thing about the redaction on the EPA site that’s so interesting is its
relationship to Stalin’s purges, the rewriting of
photographs to eliminate people and other more kind
of archaic manual modes of doing damage. That’s
also the connection to El Paquete, which is also in your
move to move towards downloads.5 It’s this move
that is still public, but it’s public within a very small
sphere. The reason why I’m thinking about is
because in East Germany or the Soviet Union, people
didn’t meet in public to have conversations. In these
moments, these kinds of groups all meet in domestic
spheres because they actually don’t want to be
within the public view. That offers some sort of way to
move outside of the distribution of information and
surveillance and that’s what you’re mimicking or
what’s happening in distributing these kinds of local
access files.

I’m thinking about that all the time, because if we go back to the new boredom state, which for me perfectly describes our
condition in the face of feeds, there’s a kind of glazed
over slowing down that happens now with feeds.
We embody this in relation to the feeds of tuning out,
or glazing over or that sort of veggie state of being
overwhelmed by information. So I think there’s something both fast and almost paralyzing about that;
it’s a dual condition.
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I see it more as a tactic. This idea of pulling something out of the feed and
holding it up in a different context, playing it to a
different audience, different public, different actors.
I see that as a tactic. That’s what I was trying to do
with [Steve, Harvey, and Matt].3 How could we all
do that? What could we learn from that? How could
we all take on this role of the agent that rewrites,
re-mixes, re-looks at, stops, reverses the feeds and
archives that potentially smooth everything out
into Rob Horning’s idea of the new boredom state.4

How do we, in this condition, discern signal from noise? When noise ends
up taking over, have we lost our ability to make that
distinction? And so I think that requires a kind of
urgent slowing down, which I think of as a reverse
action: it’s like a reversing direction for stopping,
which is not slowing down.

I think that’s why we keep coming back to physical metaphors too, because
we’re talking about relationships to publicness and
privacy, which I think we’re programmed to think of in
physical terms. Privacy somehow is interior, inside.

You do want to stop?
Yeah, but when I say stop, I mean pausing the archive or the feed. You’re
actively interrupting that piling up and accumulation
of information of whatever kind — entertaining, political, fake, truth, all of it is an accumulation and a kind
of numbing.

5.

El Paquete is a terabyte of internet content distributed weekly without the internet through
underground channels in Cuba.
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Writer Rob Horning describes how feeds have created a new state of boredom. He writes,
“When you have a phone, every moment of potential impatience, no matter how brief—
waiting in line, waiting for the light to change, waiting for others to stop talking—is an
opportunity to check in for some algorithmically tailored, constantly refreshing content
available at the drag-down of a screen. The incentives for becoming distracted have
never seemed higher. Distraction itself is becoming boring.” I consider this concept to be an
update of Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno’s concept of the “eversame” (see page 26
for more on that topic and its relationship to squishy play).

INTRODUCTION

I’m curious about pacing, because I think
both of you have talked about there being
urgency and quick and rough making, but
then also taking care and needing to slow
down. So how does this tension between
these different pacings play out for you?

4.

I think that’s very true, but when I think about slowing down—it sounds
somewhat New Agey — it’s an active slowing down
that’s reflective. It’s a slowing down that’s about
being more present and be actually feeling things.
Maybe that’s another reason for tactile metaphors.
It’s about actually experiencing things in a kind of
physical and emotional way, which is also where
you feel your membrane as being coarse. But that is
what allows you to feel more urgency because actually,
you have more empathy, more interplay with the
world or things happening. So actually urgency is even
more important because you are not just numb to
a set of incoming information.

When you said “squishy play,” I was thought, why isn’t it squishy work?
Because it’s almost like squishy and play are cute
for me, squishy and play are both on the same side.
Whereas it’s almost like a term… like squishy aggression, squishy resistance...

I think the implication of, well cockroaches seem particularly relevant, just
because it’s still that post apocalyptic thing, which
is that the one thing that will survive are cockroaches,
the things that can move between cracks.
Cockroaches. They’re squishy and hard at the same time.

But I do think play is inherently political.
Ithink it’s been co-opted and perverted, but
I think it is an inherently resistant act,
especially given this context.

Thinking about squishy play, the other really big one would be a jellyfish,
which are going to survive forever. Jelly fish are squishy
and they’re kind of playful —

Is it not squishy work, because you’re trying to take play outside of a capitalist production mode?
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And they’re dangerous.
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True.

Yeah, it’s not even outside of capitalism,
because, like I said, it’s been co-opted and
perverted, but play has a potential that work
doesn’t. We willingly go into play together
and don’t know what the outcome is going
to be, and we know what the outcome of
work is.

I think it’s just an interesting, odd overlap. If you think about all these other
older [metaphors]—rhizomes, panopticon, etc.—their
strategies or power structures are planned structures
or physical architectural structures. Bumpy, leaky and
squishy metaphors happen to be actions, they have
some kind of effect. They also all have an association
that is not wholly positive.

Right. That image of squishing in between things made me think about
creatures who do that, like mice, rats, and cockroaches
and how they exist outside normative modes of
circulation. They have their own systems, which brings
me back to queer theory already and it’s making me
think that there’s something queer about squishy that
is operating outside of normative structures.

A leak or a bump is usually something you want to get rid of.
You want to get rid of a bump in the road or bumps on your skin.
Leaks can be a disaster.
And squishy, it’s a little gross. [Prem gestures to his stomach]. It’s like,
“Ooh, do you want to be squishy?”

Yeah, I actually started the thesis process
with taking quotes from The Queer Art
of Failure, and replacing the word “failure”
with “play,” and it works.6

So do you see squishy play as an empowering condition?
Yeah, for sure. More than anything, it’s just
how my brain works so that I can navigate
the world.

And that whole book is using cinema, and specifically children’s films,
as an example of how play is being used to tell stories
outside of what we think of as normative discourse
and storytelling.

Well what an incredible thing that a thesis might actually reveal that to you
as a kind of tactic for establishing a practice.

SQUISHY PLAY

In my initial thesis presentation in October 2017, I included the following quote from
The Queer Art of Failure, in which I replaced the word “failure” with “play.” “Play allows
us to escape the punishing norms that discipline behaviour and manage human development with the goal of delivering us from unruly childhoods to orderly and predictable
adulthoods.”

INTRODUCTION
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I’m really interested in how the tactile metaphor may represent a shift in talking about
social structures.

of Wikipedia, which is versioned and everything is
tracked and every single change is there and yet the
user’s perception is of total total fluid state.
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What occurs to me is the thing about Wikipedia’s versioning is that it’s
all under the hood. It presents you the most recent
and authoritative version of the thing and that’s its
smoothness. Its smoothness is that there is a set
of editors and people who have vetted what’s there and
you can go in and see all the changes but you see
whatever version is considered true.
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In Ted Chiang’s Stories of Your Life and Others, the alien species have
a language and consumption of time which is nonlinear. And in this George-Kubler-shape-of-time-mode,
there’s no need to archive that thing because it’s
all kind of omnipresent, which actually evokes much
more on the level of physical metaphor. That these
files are just distributed in all these places, that there
are traces of these, means they do actually exist.
You’re trying to amplify that dispersion, versus an
archive, which is interesting—when you pick the MoMA
archive [(which recently acquired Paul’s multi-year
project, The Printed Web)]. An archive is usually
a thing that’s bounded as a container. And an archive
is politically motivated. What is actually contained
in that? You’re actually talking about a kind of porous
archive. A leaky archive.
Yeah, and also promiscuous. I think if we’re talking about porousness or
dispersion in a rhizomatic way, then we’re not being
bound by containers, we’re not being bound by edges.
If information is actually being dispersed as a form
of preservation then I think there is a kind of promiscuity. I’m not trying to make a sexual allusion there,
but the idea that you are not withholding, you are
not containing, but something is being spread. You’re
preserving through an act of distribution.

You’re right. I’m obsessed with archiving and the historical record in a way,
but also fictions about historical record. I think it was
after [talking at] RISD last year where I started to just
give people the P!DF. I think I was still caught an older
mode of, “Oh, well I can’t give them this PDF.” Whereas
now, the thing that’s fantastic is that, to be selfish,
there are snapshots of me at different times that exist
in schools and places all over. I had been promiscuous.
There are snapshots of my self identity in various
moments in different places and they don’t line up.
And all of them are you and all of them are the work. So now I’m thinking,
how do we get bumpiness and leakiness back to
squishiness?
It’s such a tactile thing. I almost think of squishiness, if you just said it to
me without me knowing any context, I would think of
it as a basically an act of soft resistance, an act of resistance that doesn’t immediately announce itself as
such, but actually squeezes in between the gaps. And
so it wouldn’t be something frontal. It would actually
be something that either masquerades as something
else or that reforms it’s contour to the other thing
that kind of hugs its opposer more.

I mean the one variable within archiving that is not promiscuous is ostensibly time. Because an archive has a cutoff, or an archive
is a snapshot of a moment, or was referring to
another moment. Whereas if one took away the variable
of time, if one was promiscuous with time, then one
would not be concerned about the fact that it changed
from an earlier stage. There wouldn’t be the same
fetishism that one might have about things being in
one state versus another state, because those things
would be fluid, like a notion of the self. It would be
completely open. It’s like what you said in your talk
about how you used to be worried about your crisis of
identity and then it became your identity.

Squishiness is both absorbing, and resisting at the same time,
because if [a squishy] weren’t absorbing it would
be penetrated.
And [the squishy] wouldn’t have resilience.
It has the ability to reform.

SQUISHY PLAY

INTRODUCTION

I was thinking about that also in your talk. It seems like, if I may call it your
obsession with the versioning of the P!DF… I’m thinking
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YOU, ME & BUREAUCRACY

The blank W-2 form I received from the 2017 tax season.

NSA ARCHIVE
The NSA Archive is an exploration of the emails sent
between NSA staff following Edward Snowden's leak,
coupled with imagery from “Cryptolog,” an internal NSA
newsletter. The NSA's secrecy and redaction moves are
emphasized through physical alterations, such as cutting
out NSA-masked sections, perforating dotted lines and
debossing crossed out lines.
The “Cryptolog” is a tonally confusing document. Clip art
sits next to puzzles, simple reminders that these agents
are perhaps, above all, nerds. This tone coupled with
reminders of the classified information that sits beside it
gives off a chilling tone, a reminder that these agents have
incredible power.

INTRODUCTION

This was my first attempt at reconciling my fascination
and frustration with declassified government forms.
I had an urge to interact with them physically, because
their mode of obfuscation relied so heavily on flatness:
stationary white boxes covering text. It was an informative
process in exploring how to work with content that actively
deprived me of information and visual fodder.

LOW-TECH MAGAZINE

APPENDIX

Sketches for the book covers and for the Low-Tech
Magazine book series and a draft of a logotype.

EMBROIDERY

APPENDIX

This is a collection of 336 digitally embroidered circles—
all the possible combinations of the default settings of
the machine. While most of the circles appear identical
at first glance, when the cloth is flipped over, one can see
the unique ways they were constructed. This discovery
sparked my interest in exploring all the manifestations of
the human hand in mechanized production.

POP CULTURE COLOUR
THEORY POSTER
Using what I had learned from the “Attempts to Print Black
by Layering Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow” study, I designed
a poster for James Goggin’s Pop Culture Colour Theory
lecture to be given at the RISD Museum. Each poster
would be printed with a different ordering of the three
colors, making a total of six unique prints.

POP
CULTURE
COLOUR
THEORY
JAMES GOGGIN

RISD Museum

March 15, 2018
7-8pm

me dia, te ch n ology
& cultural studie s
Study of the relationship between modes
of communication, technology, politics,
and culture, past and present.

ge n de r, se xuality
& race
A multi-disciplinary approach to understanding social identity world-wide, with
a focus on gender, sexual orientation,
and race.

politics & policy
Political and social issues worldwide, and
the theories and methodologies used to
shape our understanding of these issues.

global proce sse s
Study of global systems and flows of
people, information, capital, products,
imagery, and ideas; i.e. the relationships,
connections, and disconnections of the
globalized world.

Accomodating for Providence's rainy weather,
one iteration of the interaction was conducted
indoors. Given the lower the levels of light,
I lenghtened the camera exposure which resulted
in a more ethereal effect.

re gion al studie s

be lie f syste ms

Multi-disciplinary study of a particular
world region, focusing on histories,
cultures, economies, religions, languages,
philosophies, politics, aesthetics and
social institutions.

Religious beliefs, philosophical traditions,
political and scientific theories, and traditional understandings, and their influence
on cultural worldviews.

scie n tific in quiry
Science in society; scientific method and
experimental practice across the physical
and natural sciences; science in society;
the art of scientific communication.

How philosophical principles, psychological theory, and biological factors inform
our understanding of people’s identities,
motivations, feelings, beliefs and behaviors.

e n v iron me n tal studie s
The relationship between human activity and natural history in cities, suburbs,
and rural worlds.

What is a HPSS
Concentration,
Anyway?

HPSS POSTER
Asked to design a poster for RISD’s History, Philosophy
and Social Sciences Department, I used the forms
generated from Shift Control to represent the diverse set
of academic concentrations the poster was advertising.
I used images collected by flying the kites indoor on
a rainy day.

An opportunity to organize your Liberal
Arts requirements around a multi-disciplinary area of interest. A concentration
in History, Philosophy and the Social
Sciences brings together HPSS courses,
Liberal Arts Electives, and Studios courses
in nine different tracks, or areas of focus;
you design your own concentration
around one of these tracks.

APPENDIX

min d, se lf & be h av ior

For more information about the HPSS
concentration and its various tracks, and/
or to register as a concentrator, please
contact the Concentration Coordinator,
Lindsay French (lfrench@risd.edu); consult the HPSS website (www.risd.edu/
academics/hpss/concetration/); or inquire
at the Liberal Arts Division office.
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